
 

 

Knowing what is trying to be done to L’Anse a L’Orme, hurts my family and I. My 
mother is doing just about everything humanly possible to help this park stay the 
way it is. She has been sitting in front of the computer responding to emails, 
filling out petitions and going to meetings about L’Anse a L’Orme every day just 
to try and save the little wildlife area. She honestly deserves to have this place 
kept safe. I know that my dog would definitely miss the long walks in the forest.  
 
Destroying this environmental area is not necessary. Taking the fast way to an 
economical boost that compromises the environment is not a smart way to 
approach any situation. I can’t imagine the kind of planning that went into this 
sort of development. There have been many solutions made for other 
development spots yet it seems so important to destroy the little bit of wildlife left 
in Montreal. The animals that live in the forest deserve to continue living there, 
instead of being forced out. On a larger note, global warming is in big effect and 
ruining most of our world. How can people see something as large as global 
warming, which started with little acts such as destroying parks and forests, and 
continue to deforest our world? 
 
I can see how it would be difficult, for the people in charge of this project, to care 
about the future of the world as they won’t be in it for as long as I will. They’re 
most likely thinking that they won't be around long enough to witness the full 
affects of what they’re doing to the world. I would like to have a nice future where 
my kids can take walks through a nice park with trees and animals instead of 
houses and cement. It is becoming increasingly difficult to save the green space 
that we still have. I hope that the right choice is made and that I don't have to 
fight to keep our world together.  
 
Ryan 


